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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, both immigrant rights and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) rights have been key issues in United States political and legal debates.¹ Yet, the two issue areas have rarely pub-

* The author currently works as director of litigation and advocacy at the Sylvia Rivera Law Project in New York City with low-income, transgender, and intersex people of color in the areas of discrimination, immigration, access to government benefits, proper identification, and healthcare. Throughout this Article, the author refers to her clients and their interactions with law enforcement and governmental bodies. Her first-hand work with many people living at the intersection of poverty, gender-nonconformity, and immigration has informed her critical understanding of the ways in which certain criminal and immigration laws disproportionately harm these populations.


The Encyclopedia of Associations, for instance, shows that the number of organizations devoted to gay causes has skyrocketed in recent decades. In 1970, there were no gay or lesbian associations listed; in 1980, there were 14; in 1990, there
licitly intersected within these debates. The “war on terror”\(^2\) has heightened the public debate around immigration, national security, and border control; however, LGBTQ concerns and a discussion of LGBTQ immigrants continue to be rhetorically separate from these immigration-focused conversations.\(^3\) This rhetorical separation is especially problematic for those living at the intersections of different identities, including LGBTQ immigrants of color who live in poverty. As this Article will show, the separation ignores the ways in which individuals who do not fit the public description put forth by “rights-based”\(^4\) organizations are the most negatively impacted by the laws and regulations that are being publicly challenged by these mainstream groups.\(^5\)

Many critics have raised questions about increased acceptance of government surveillance for the purpose of national security.\(^6\) “War on terror” law and policy reforms are justified as necessary to curb illegal border crossings and prevent future terrorist attacks. In 2010, the topic came to the fore-

\(^2\) See, e.g., 2001: US declares the War on Terror, BBC, http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hidates/stories/september/12/newsid_2515000/2515239.stm (last visited Mar. 6, 2012); see generally Christian Parenti, The Soft Cage: Surveillance in America from Slavery to the War on Terror (2003) (critiquing the erosion of privacy in the name of security). I put “war on terror” in quotations because I am persuaded by the critique that it is a strategic term which has been used to justify tightening surveillance of United States residents, reflecting generalized suspicion of and hostility toward certain immigrant groups while sustaining global wars abroad. See Johnson & Trujillo, supra note 1, at 1380.

\(^3\) See generally Richard A. Clarke, Against All Enemies: Inside America’s War on Terror (2004) (describing the formulation of America’s “war on terror” that followed September 11 and the ways in which it has influenced immigration law and policy); Joel M. Mogul, Andrea J. Ritchie & Kay Whitlock, Queer (In)Justice: The Criminalization of LGBT People in the United States (2011) (explaining a rhetorical separation of LGBT issues and issues of policing and punishment).

\(^4\) Rights-based reform efforts work to secure access to a benefit (already in place for other groups) for a marginalized group. Examples of rights-based reform efforts include the right to marry, the right to practice a certain religion, the right to education, the right to vote, and the right to be free from discrimination on the basis of sexuality and/or gender identity. Rights-based reform does not challenge underlying systemic subjugation that creates a world in which race, class, ability, sexuality, and gender dynamics allow for some people to access certain things while others cannot. As such, rights-based reform efforts work towards assimilation instead of dismantling. See generally Dean Spade, Keynote Address: Trans Law & Politics on a Neoliberal Landscape, 18 Temp. Pol. & Civ. Rts. L. Rev. 353 (2008).

\(^5\) See, e.g., Dean Spade, Normal Life 13 (2011) (explaining that access to certain privileges that help determine the distribution of life chances—such as whiteness, perceived able-bodiedness, employment, and immigration status—often offer some individuals degrees of buffering from the violence faced by people of color, people with disabilities, immigrants, indigenous people, prisoners, youth in foster care, and the homeless).

\(^6\) See Clarke, supra note 3, at xiii; see also Kathryn A. Sabbeth, Towards an Understanding of Litigation as Expression: Lessons from Guantánamo, 44 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1487, 1490 (2011).
front when Arizona passed Senate Bill 1070 (“SB 1070”), a law that made the failure to carry immigration documents a crime and gave the police broad power to detain anyone suspected of being in the country illegally. A national outcry emerged, with organizations and individuals from many sectors raising concerns about racial profiling, immigrant profiling, and the deputization of local law enforcement with immigration enforcement duties. President Obama spoke out against the measure and urged the Department of Justice to file a lawsuit against the State of Arizona. Other states also reacted—some condemned the measure, while others passed similar “copycat” bills.


10 The Executive Branch disapproved of the illegal profiling that SB 1070 seemed to encourage. See Archibold, Arizona Enacts Stringent Law, supra note 8 (detailing the President’s criticisms of the bill and his concerns that it threatened to “undermine basic notions of fairness that we cherish as Americans”); see also Lemons, supra note 9 (quoting President Obama in describing the bill as “misguided” and irresponsible).

11 Many state governors, including Republicans, publicly opposed Arizona SB 1070. For example, then-Governor of California Arnold Schwarzenegger stated, “I was also going to give a graduation speech in Arizona this weekend, but with my accent, I was afraid they would try to deport me.” Arnold Schwarzenegger Jokes About Arizona in Emory Commencement Speech: They’d Deport Me, HUFFINGTON POST (May 11, 2010), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/05/11/arnold-schwarzenegger-jok_n_571443.html. Colorado Governor Bill Ritter stated, “I absolutely would veto Arizona’s immigration bill were it to come to my desk,” calling the law “unconstitutional.” Jean Spencer, Several Governors Come Out Against Arizona Law, WALL ST. J., Apr. 30, 2010, http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703871904575216852938556716.html. Illinois Governor Pat Quinn said the law wrongly “singles out American citizens because of their Hispanic surname or the way that they look,” and called the law “un-American.” Kristen Gosling, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn blasts Arizona immigration law, KSDK.COM (Apr. 30, 2010, 1:24 PM), http://www.ksdk.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=201136.

Most notably for the purposes of this Article, many local and national LGBTQ organizations, usually not outspoken on immigration, also joined the movement against SB 1070.13 “Mainstream” LGBTQ organizations14 had many reasons to be concerned. The anti-immigrant sentiment of SB 1070 presented a threat to immigration reform efforts focused on establishing family-based paths to immigration, primarily the United American Families Act (“UAFA”),15 as well as the movement against the Defense of Marriage Act (“DOMA”).16


14 I refer to the “mainstream” LGBTQ movement as the political and legal organizations that work to secure civil rights for gay and lesbian Americans. Traditionally, this work has centered on advocating for same-sex marriage legislation, antidiscrimination laws on the basis of sexual orientation, and the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and anti-sodomy laws. See, e.g., MOGUL ET AL., supra note 3, at xii (stating, “Yet beyond the efforts of mainstream LGBT organizations to frame LGBT people as victims of crime entitled to the full protection of the law, and to strike down sodomy laws, queers have largely been absent from national debates around policing and punishment.”); see generally JASBIR K. PUAR, TERRORIST ASSEMBLAGES: HOMONATIONALISM IN Queer TIMES (2007) (examining the ways in which configurations of sexuality, race, gender, nation, class, and ethnicity are realigning in relation to contemporary forces of securitization, counterterrorism, and nationalism; also examining how liberal politics incorporate certain queer subjects into the fold of the nation-state, through developments such as the legal recognition inherent in the overturning of anti-sodomy laws and the proliferation of more mainstream representation).

15 The United American Families Act (“UAFA”) is pending legislation that, if passed, would allow a U.S. citizen or permanent resident to sponsor their same-sex partner for immigration to the U.S., a right which is currently denied. H.R. 1547, 112th Cong. (2011–2012); see also Bill Summaries, IMMIGRATION EQUAL. ACTION FUND, http://immigrationequalityactionfund.org/legislation/summaries/ (last visited Mar. 6, 2012).

16 1 U.S.C. § 7 (2011). DOMA states:

In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress, or of any ruling, regulation, or interpretation of the various administrative bureaus and agencies of the United States, the word “marriage” means only a legal union between one man and one woman as husband and wife, and the word “spouse” refers only to a person of the opposite sex who is a husband or a wife.

Id.; the second section of DOMA reaffirms the power of the states to make their own decisions about marriage, stating that no State shall be required to give effect to any same-sex marriage legally performed in another state. Federal Defense of Marriage Act
The concerns raised about SB 1070 exposed a growing awareness in the United States about anti-immigrant bias and racial profiling, including in LGBTQ politics and from LGBTQ advocates. However, an analysis of the complex web of immigration laws and regulations that are emerging and its intersections with LGBTQ issues is lacking. While President Obama has spoken out against SB 1070, his administration has simultaneously implemented several new policies and practices that have caused a significant increase in deportations during his presidency. The passage of SB 1070 perversely distracted attention from the large-scale profiling permitted and perpetuated through other law and policy reforms emerging during the Obama Administration, such as Secure Communities, as well as legislation put forward prior to Obama’s administration including Section 287(g) of the Immigration and Nationalization Act (“INA”), and the Criminal Alien Program. The success of the litigation against SB 1070 is less a sign of pro-


19 The Section 287(g) program, one of Immigration Customs Enforcement’s (“ICE”) top partnership initiatives, allows a state and local law enforcement entity to enter into a partnership with ICE, under a joint Memorandum of Agreement (“MOA”). The state or local entity then receives delegated authority for immigration enforcement within its jurisdictions. See 8 U.S.C. § 1357(g) (2012); see also U.S. IMMIGRATION & CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, Delegation of Immigration Authority Section 287(g) Immigration and Nationality Act, http://www.ice.gov/287g/ (last visited Mar. 6, 2012) [hereinafter ICE Delegation of Immigration Authority Section 287(g)] (discussing joint Memorandum of Agreement protocol); U.S. IMMIGRATION & CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, Factsheet: Delegation of Immigration Authority Section 287(g) Immigration and Nationality Act, http://www.ice.gov/news/library/factsheets/287g.htm#signed-moa (last visited Mar. 6, 2012) (“The 287(g) program is one component of the ICE ACCESS (Agreements of Cooperation in Communities to Enhance Safety and Security) program, which provides local law enforcement agencies an opportunity to team with ICE to combat specific challenges in their communities.”). See id. for a complete list of existing MOAs.


The Criminal Alien Program provides ICE-wide direction and support in the identification and arrest of those aliens who are incarcerated within federal, state and local prisons and jails, as well as at-large criminal aliens. It is incumbent upon ICE to ensure that all efforts are made to investigate, arrest and remove individuals from the United States by processing the alien expeditiously and securing a final order of removal for an incarcerated alien before the alien is released to ICE custody.

Id. The Criminal Alien program leads to putting an “immigration hold” on people, whereby undocumented people go directly from local jails to immigration detention facilities. See NAT’L IMMIGRATION FORUM, IMMIGRANTS BEHIND BARS: HOW, WHY, AND
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gress than it is an instance of what Derrick Bell termed “interest convergence,” which posits that marginalized groups can only affect social change when their interests converge with the interests of the privileged.21 Gains from these alliances may quell particular instances of racism, but only in a way that maintains conditions and arrangements that are harmful to people of color. Bell explains this theory through the case of Brown v. Board of Education,22 examining the ways in which white fear of black anger and disillusionment was one factor that led to the pivotal decision.23 Thus, a desire to preserve the white supremacist status quo from the potential challenge of widespread black anger was one reason why the Supreme Court permitted the legal challenge to segregation in public schools to succeed.24 Bell goes on to explain that while the decision in Brown is an important one, its implementation did more to quell dissent than challenge the status quo.25 Similarly, LGBTQ organizations have been generally silent on immigration issues, and their opposition to SB 1070 has not been accompanied by nor resulted in a sustained shift toward supporting immigrants, LGBTQ or otherwise. As such, these organizations’ opposition to SB 1070 threatens to prove little more than another exceptional event that leaves existing power structures intact.

Although little statistical data exists, advocates who work at the intersection of LGBTQ and immigrant justice understand that LGBTQ immigrants, especially transgender and gender-nonconforming immigrants, are particularly vulnerable to profiling26 and anti-immigrant bias,27 and are likely


23 Bell, supra note 21, at 523.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 LGBTQ people, and trans women in particular, are commonly profiled by the police as engaging or intending to engage in prostitution. While some trans people, like some non-trans people, actually do engage in prostitution, this stereotype is perpetuated for all trans people in society. Like the targeting of other marginalized communities, this stereotype is also legitimized by the State and particularly the police, often through false arrests. See Amnesty Int’l USA, Stonewalled: Police Abuse and Misconduct Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender People in the U.S. 16 (2005), available at http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/AMR51/122/2005/en/2200113d-d4bd-11dd-8a23-d58a49c0d652/amr511222005en.pdf [hereinafter Stonewalled]:

Transgender individuals are often the subject of intense police scrutiny and [Amnesty International] heard many reports of transgender women being stopped by police and questioned about their reason for being on the street and where they were going, often under the pretext of policing sex work, even when those stopped were engaging in routine daily activities such as walking a dog or going to a local shop.

Id. at 21; see also April Walker, Racial Profiling—Separate and Unequal, Keeping the Minorities in Line—The Role of Law Enforcement in America, 23 St. Thomas L. Rev. 576, 604 (2011) (explaining “[t]he severe, increased incidents of police brutality apply to any groups of people deemed to be ‘the other.’” and that this standard also applies to mem-
to experience particularly harmful consequences of the merger of criminal and immigration enforcement. In this Article, I will show how the aberrant outcry by the mainstream LGBTQ community against only one of the many discriminatory immigration laws ignores the ever-present criminalization of LGBTQ immigrants as part of the acceptable status quo. Part I will examine the experiences of low income transgender and gender-nonconforming immigrants of color who face disproportionately high rates of profiling on a daily basis, suffer unspeakable violence and harassment and discrimination in jails and prisons, and, as a result of plea bargaining to avoid incarceration, are subject to deportation as a collateral consequence of the “war on terror.” Part II will describe the legal landscape of harsh and draconian immigration laws implemented in the wake of September 11, 2001. I will examine how

bers of LGBT communities). Walker continues, “[t]he general idea is disturbingly summed up by a Los Angeles police officer quoted in the 1991 Christopher Commission Report, which states, ‘it’s easier to thump a faggot than an average Joe. Who cares?’” Id. (citing Warren Christopher, Indep. Comm’n on the Los Angeles Police Dep’t 91 (1999)). See generally Andrea J. Ritchie & Joey L. Mogul, In the Shadows of the War on Terror: Persistent Police Brutality and Abuse of People of Color in the United States, 1 DePaul J. Soc. Just. 175 (2008) (presenting specific examples in which people of color were systematically and routinely unconstitutionally targeted by local law enforcement).


28 See, e.g., Stonewalled, supra note 26, at 2 (explaining that their findings “[s]trongly indicate that police abuse and the forms [it] takes are often specific to the different aspects of the victim’s identity, such as sexual orientation, race, gender or gender identity, age or economic status”). Identities are complex, multi-layered, and intersectional, such that a person may be targeted for human rights violations based on a composite of identities that the person seems to represent. For example, a lesbian woman who is black may not only be a target of police abuse because of her sexual orientation but also because she is a woman of color. The targeting of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people for discriminatory enforcement of laws and their treatment in the hands of the police needs to be understood within the larger context of identity-based discrimination, and that interplay between different forms of discrimination—such as racism, sexism, homophobia, and transphobia—creates the conditions in which human rights abuses are perpetuated.

29 I use the term transgender or trans and/or gender-nonconforming to refer to people who have a gender identity or gender expression different from that traditionally associated with their assigned sex at birth. People use many different terms to describe their gender identity and expression, all of which should be respected. Some examples from my experience include femme, queen, cross dresser, transsexual, genderqueer, FTM, MTF, A.G., man, woman, or trans. I use the terms transgender and trans because they are often understood as umbrella terms that encompass many different gender identities. Trans women are people who now identify as women. Trans men are people who now identify as men.

30 See Mogul et al., supra note 3, at xii.
the “war on terror” has resulted in the further marginalization of already subjugated groups in the name of national security. Part III will examine how the vehement condemnation of SB 1070 and the rallying of the mainstream LGBTQ community against this bill exhibited characteristics of Derrick Bell’s interest convergence theory because a wide variety of groups felt that their own civil liberties, or the rights of others, were being violated and simultaneously rose up against the legislation. In essence, I argue in Part III, the initial victory against SB 1070 was won because the whole country paid attention and joined in the fight against Arizona’s bill.31 Employing Alan Freeman’s “perpetrator model,” I explore how, in winning this small victory and railing so vocally against this one particularly publicized threat to civil rights, the rest of the discriminatory criminal immigration system was thereby legitimized. Many other discriminatory immigration bills exist, yet they are not challenged with the same fervor as was SB 1070. This small-scale, targeted mobilization against a single perpetrator-of-sorts, combined with the traditional rights-based debates32 of the mainstream LGBTQ community, implicitly condones the wide-spread prevalence of racial and gender-nonconformity profiling, as well as other draconian immigration laws which disproportionally affect LGBTQ immigrants of color.

I. CRIMINALIZATION OF TRANSGENDER IMMIGRANTS OF COLOR

The United States has a long history of hyper-criminalization, disproportionate imprisonment, and law enforcement profiling of people of color.33 As Andrea Ritchie and Joey Mogul explain, “Since the advent of the first state-sponsored police forces in the United States—slave patrols—racialized policing has been a feature of the American landscape. Indeed, racial profiling and police brutality have their roots in enforcement of Slave Codes, and later Black Codes and Jim Crow segregation laws.”34 Many scholars view the criminal punishment system as it exists today as an extension of slavery as it existed throughout the history of the United States.35

31 At this moment, it is unclear what will happen with SB 1070 as Arizona recently appealed and was granted leave to argue its merits before the United States Supreme Court. See Lawrence Downes, When States Put Out the Unwelcome Mat, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 10, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/11/opinion/sunday/when-states-put-out-the-unwelcome-mat.html.

32 See supra note 4 and accompanying text.


34 Ritchie & Mogul, supra note 26, at 177.

35 See ANGELA Y. DAVIS, ARE PRISONS OBSOLETE? 22–39 (2003). Davis explains: Particularly in the United States, race has always played a central role in constructing presumptions of criminality. After the abolition of slavery, former slave states passed new legislation revising the Slave Codes in order to regulate the behavior of free blacks in ways similar to those that had existed during slav-
Gender policing has also been a key part of illegitimate profiling throughout history. While the data on discrimination and profiling of LGBTQ communities is underdeveloped, several recent reports have yielded findings of employment discrimination, housing discrimination, and incarceration rates significantly disproportionate to rates within the general population. This data suggests a prevalence of an unconscious bias, one that influences law enforcement norms. While “unconscious bias” theory reveals the ways in which people with certain marked identities such as poverty, race, gender expression, and sexuality are policed in a way.
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that is not universal, it does not address the history of policing and punishment that is directly related to power, white supremacy, and maintaining the status quo. In certain ways, immigration enforcement based on profiling through the devolution of criminal and immigration law illustrates this insidious underlying agenda of criminalization more clearly. Although the civil rights movement in America has eradicated most race-specific discriminatory laws, the devolution of immigrant and police profiling has allowed profiling based on race (and poverty, gender expression, and sexuality) to continue. And, while such profiling occurs all the time, the legal system deems itself to be grounded in equal protection. The ways in which criminal immigration laws disproportionately affect transgender people of color is a striking example of why equal protection under the law is not indicative of reality.

A. Cycles of Poverty

Due to a combination of factors, including discrimination, family rejection, and denial of social services, transgender people—especially transgender people of color—are more likely than others to be poor. This increases their vulnerability to state violence. The systemic discrimination and marginalization that transgender people face throughout their lives result in disproportionate poverty, housing insecurity, criminalization, and vulnerability to premature death. From an early age, transgender people are more likely to be kicked out of their homes, forced out of school, shut out of jobs, and denied healthcare, which makes them far more likely to be homeless, poor, and/or eventually incarcerated. In a recent study, the National Center for Transgender Equality and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force found that transgender individuals were discriminated against on a wide scale, but that for transgender individuals of color, “the combination of anti-transgender bias and persistent, structural racism was especially devastat-

---

43 This is not to say that disparate race-based policing has not happened since the civil rights era. Rather, such policing happens all the time. Through legitimizing the increased policing of perceived immigrants, however, this fact is clearly brought to light. See generally Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness (2010) (comparing how the modern U.S. criminal justice system—through the targeting of black men in the War on Drugs and the decimating of communities of color—functions as a system of racial control similar to Jim Crow, despite its formal adherence to the principle of colorblindness).


45 Injustice at Every Turn, supra note 44, at 2–8.

46 See SRLP Poverty and Homelessness (Flowchart), supra note 39; see also Sharon Stapel & Ash Hamond, Shoulder to Shoulder, Ending the Violence, HUFFINGTON POST (Dec. 30, 2010), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sharon-stapel/shoulder-to-shoulder-endi

\_b\_802612.html.
Respondents, who are predominantly people of color, reported living in extreme poverty and reported alarming rates of losing a job due to bias (fifty-five percent), harassment/bullying in school (fifty-one percent), physical assault (sixty-one percent), sexual assault (sixty-four percent), or attempted suicide (forty-one percent). This pervasive discrimination also causes transgender people of color to be more likely to engage in criminalized work in order to meet their basic needs. These crimes are often poverty-related “survival crimes,” including turnstile jumping, dealing and/or possession of drugs (or prescription controlled substances), welfare-related crimes, petty theft, and loitering.


For transgender people, access to healthcare is often a crisis which sometimes leads to people accessing the street drug economy to pay for the healthcare that they need because it is not covered by any kind of state-based insurance plans. See Gehi & Arkles, supra note 49, at 11.


Poor people also occasionally have to steal small amounts of food, medical care, or clothing because they either cannot access welfare benefits or their benefits are insufficient to sustain their and their families’ needs. See SYLVIA RIVERA LAW PROJECT, It’s

See Dean Spade, Compliance is Gendered: Struggling for Gender Self-Determination in a Hostile Economy, in TRANSGENDER RIGHTS 217, 219 (Paisley Currah et al. eds., 2006) (describing the ways in which gender-nonconforming people encounter discrimination in welfare and Medicaid offices, hearings, and job sites, leading to a disproportionate number of transgender people engaging in criminalized work such as prostitution in order to meet their basic needs, which then results in large numbers of gender transgressive people in the criminal and juvenile justice systems); see also Pooja S. Gehi & Gabriel Arkles, Unraveling Injustice: Race and Class Impact of Medicaid Exclusions of Transition-Related Health Care for Transgender People, 4 SEXUALITY RES. & SOC. POL’Y J 7, 12–14 (2007) (providing an in-depth examination of the ways in which exclusions for coverage of transition-related health care impact transgender individuals ability to access identification, jobs, housing, and safety, all of which lead to a cycle of criminalization and incarceration).
B. Walking While Trans: Police Profiling and Fourth Amendment Stops

While some transgender people do engage in criminalized work to survive, transgender people are also commonly profiled by the police as criminals whether or not they are actually committing any crimes. As Amnesty International explains:

Reports indicate that failure to adhere to gender expectations contributes to arbitrary arrest and detention of transgender and gender variant people. [Amnesty International] has heard reports of widespread profiling of transgender women as sex workers, inappropriate and selective targeting of transgender and gender variant individuals to produce identification and “prove” their gender identity; and selective “policing” of the use of bathrooms designated as male or female.

Over the past few decades even the mainstream U.S. media has acknowledged the existence of racial profiling. From the infamous Rodney King beating in the 1990s to the profiling and false arrest of prominent scholar/professor Henry Louis Gates of Harvard in 2011, the fact that police profile people of color is a phenomenon that is difficult to deny. For transgender
people living in poverty who also identify as people of color or are perceived as immigrants, particularly those with psychiatric or physical disabilities, policing stops are almost inevitable. Transgender people of color often even describe the consequential arrests stemming from these police interactions as “walking while trans.” New “war on terror”-based legislation such as SB 1070, Secure Communities, and Section 287(g) that “legalize” criminal stops and arrests on the basis of race serve only as tools to increase the vulnerability that marginalized transgender communities already encounter at the hands of local law enforcement.

The legal standard for law enforcement to stop and interrogate people on the street is so vague and deferential that it offers no protection against such discrimination. For example, pursuant to the Fourth Amendment, lo-

61 See Gustafson, supra note 53 (describing how people on welfare are scrutinized by law enforcement).
62 See 42 U.S.C.A. § 15601(3) (2006) (“America’s jails and prisons house more mentally ill individuals than all of the Nation’s psychiatric hospitals combined.”).
63 “Walking while trans,” a play on the well-known phrase “driving while black,” is a term used by clients of Sylvia Rivera Law Project (“SRLP”) to describe the intense police scrutiny trans people of color experience while walking on the streets of New York City. Many of my clients are stopped for no reason other than their perceived gender-nonconformity, and as a result, are charged with a range of survival crimes such as loitering for the purposes of prostitution, obstruction of government conduct, disorderly conduct, or lewd conduct. See also MOGUL ET AL. (2009).
64 S.B. 1070, 49th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2010).
65 See ICE Secure Communities, supra note 18.
67 See, e.g., Virginia v. Moore, 553 U.S. 164, 171 (2008) (holding that when an officer has probable cause to believe a person committed even a minor crime in his presence, arrest is reasonable, and someone under arrest can be searched); Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806, 806 (1996) (“The temporary detention of a motorist upon probable cause to believe that he has violated the traffic laws does not violate the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable seizures, even if a reasonable officer would not have stopped the motorist absent some additional law enforcement objective.”) (emphasis added); see also Walker, supra note 26, at 395 (internal quotation marks omitted):
68 A person’s race, ethnicity, or national origin, may motivate police conduct. . . . The term ‘DWB’ — Driving While Black—describes the phenomenon in which officers target persons based on race for traffic [violations] (or other) detentions, in order to follow up on hunches of criminal behavior. . . . Although African-Americans have disproportionately suffered this procedure other groups have been or can be targeted, for example, women and Arabs. Suppose that a law enforcement office, post-September 11, 2001 . . . decides to target all persons of apparent Arab ancestry, ‘just in case they are terrorists.’ An officer may put such persons under surveillance and use a minor traffic violation, such as the failure to use a seatbelt, as a pretext for further investigation. With the racial and ethnic makeup of the nation changing and after the terrorist attacks of September 11,
cal law enforcement is subject to a standard that demands a “reasonable, articulable suspicion that crime is afoot.”

This standard, however, is so unclear that a person may be stopped for almost any reason and, in particular, for reasons relating to one’s race, gender identity, and/or perceived sexual orientation. For example, in *People v. Lomiller*, the First Department held that “a man carrying a purse” meets this standard. This reason for a stop and frisk, among others that are equally unjustified, is not uncommon. Wearing tight clothing or too much makeup is seen as a reasonable, articulable suspicion of solicitation for the purposes of prostitution, especially for people whose gender expression appears “wrong” or “suspicious” to police enforcement. Similarly, in my clients’ experience, not making eye contact is often used as an indication of drug use, and holding hands with someone perceived to be of the same sex or different gender expression may be considered indication of prostitution. According to my clients, using the bathroom that a police officer perceives as “the wrong bathroom” is often used as an indication of lewd conduct. Some police departments have been accused of claiming that possession of three or more condoms is sufficient
cause for presuming that a suspect is engaged in prostitution.\textsuperscript{72} Although specific actions or inactions are named by law enforcement as the reasons for police stops, a person’s race is often considered an indicator of a threat generally;\textsuperscript{73} brown or black skin is also a marker of potential immigration status.\textsuperscript{74} Each of these stops is based on a combination of race, poverty, gender expression, sexual orientation, and/or perceived immigrant status. In addition, transgender individuals are often falsely arrested when they call the police to report incidents of violence. For example, in domestic violence disputes involving a queer or transgender relationship, police officers often operate on pre-existing stereotypes about who is a perpetrator and who is a victim\textsuperscript{75} and either fail to arrest the perpetrator in situations that do not involve perceived male-against-female violence or arrest everyone, including the survivor of the violence.\textsuperscript{76}

Police brutality and excessive force are also common experiences for my transgender and gender-nonconforming clients. Amnesty International has documented “serious patterns of police misconduct and brutality aimed at LGBT people, including abuses that amount to torture and ill treatment.” Amnesty explains that their findings:

strongly indicate that police abuse and the forms it takes are often specific to the different aspects of the victim’s identity, such as sexual orientation, race, gender or gender identity, age or economic status. Identities are complex, multi-layered and intersectional, such that a person may be targeted for human rights violations based on a composite of identities that the person seems to represent. For example, a lesbian woman who is black may not only be a target of police abuse because of her sexual orientation but also because she is a woman of color. The targeting of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people for discriminatory enforcement of laws and their treatment in the hands of the police needs to

\textsuperscript{72} See John Del Signore, \textit{Should Condoms Be Used as Evidence to Prosecute Prostitution?}, \textit{GOTHAMIST} (Jan. 12, 2010), http://gothamist.com/2010/01/12/should_condoms_be_used_as_evidence.php.

\textsuperscript{73} See Capers, \textit{supra} note 60, at 2.


\textsuperscript{75} See, e.g., Sheila M. Seelau & Eric P. Seelau, \textit{Gender-Role Stereotypes and Perceptions of Heterosexual, Gay and Lesbian Domestic Violence}, 20 J. FAM. VIOLENCE 363, 364–65 (2005); \textit{Domestic Violence Against GLBT People}, PUB. HEALTH-SEATTLE & KING CNTY., http://www.kingcounty.gov/healthservices/health/personal/glbt/dv.aspx (last visited Mar. 6, 2012) (explaining that “[a]lthough many police remain confused when attempting to sort out incidents involving same gender couples and may end up arresting the wrong or both parties in a battering situation, opportunities to educate and train the police and courts about the realities of domestic violence in same-sex relationships are increasing.”).

\textsuperscript{76} See Seelau & Seelau, \textit{supra} note 75, at 364.
be understood within the larger context of identity-based discrimination, and the interplay between different forms of discrimination—such as racism, sexism, homophobia and transphobia—that create the conditions in which human rights abuses are perpetuated.\textsuperscript{77}

The ways in which transgender people of color are simultaneously harmed by multiple vectors of state intervention, neglect, and discrimination increases their likelihood of being unjustly targeted by the police.\textsuperscript{78}

C. Disproportionate Incarceration

Following the trajectory of discriminatory enforcement, the high rates of racial and transgender profiling by police officers result in the disproportionate representation of transgender and gender-nonconforming people of color in prisons and jails.\textsuperscript{79} The staggering statistics alone explain that the prison industrial complex is one that thrives on racism. According to a study by Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, African Americans represent 12.7% of the US population, 15% of US drug users (72% of all users are white), 36.8% of those arrested for a drug-related crime, 48.2% of American adults in state and federal prisons and local jails, and 42.5% of prisoners under sentence of death.\textsuperscript{80} Additionally, one in three black men between the ages of twenty and twenty-nine live under some form of correctional supervision or control.\textsuperscript{81} African American children (7.0%) were nearly nine times more likely to have an incarcerated parent in prison than white children (0.8%).\textsuperscript{82} Similarly, Latino children (2.6%) were three times as likely as white children to have a parent in prison.\textsuperscript{83} Native Americans represent less than one percent of the U.S. population, but over four percent of Native Americans are under correctional supervision (compared to two percent of whites).\textsuperscript{84}

Other non-white communities also experience disproportionate incarceration. For example, a study by Services and Advocacy for Asian Youth (SAAY) in 2004 found that, while overall arrest rates for Asian Americans were lower than for other racial groups, their conviction rates were twenty-eight percent higher and they were placed into institutions at significantly

\textsuperscript{77} Stonewalled, supra note 26, at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{78} Id.
\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 16.
\textsuperscript{81} Marc Maurer & Tracy Hurling, The Sentencing Project, Young Black Americans and the Criminal Justice System: Five Years Later 1 (1995).
\textsuperscript{83} Id.
\textsuperscript{84} See Legal Servs. for Prisoners with Children, supra note 80.
higher rates than African American, Latino/a, or white youth. The study also found that national arrest rates for white, Native American, and African American youth decreased that year, but that the arrest rates for Asian and Pacific Islander youth increased 11.4%. Similarly, since September 11, 2001, the United States has seen a dramatic rise in the numbers of South Asian and Muslim people being detained. For example, Omar C. Jadwat of the ACLU Immigrants’ Rights Project discusses the arbitrary detention of thirteen Muslim men from either South Asia or the Middle East: two years after being arrested, all were still in immigration facilities and none were charged with a crime or associated with any terrorist activities.

People of color who are also transgender or gender-nonconforming encounter not only race-based implicit bias by the criminal justice system but also added implicit bias due to their gender identities and perceived sexual orientations. While there is currently no conclusive data on the exact number of currently incarcerated transgender people, many studies demonstrate that transgender people are extremely overrepresented in the criminal justice system. A 1997 San Francisco Department of Health study found that sixty-seven percent of transgender women and thirty percent of transgender men had a history of incarceration. The Sylvia Rivera Law Project (“SRLP”), the only poverty law organization focused on providing free legal services to indigent transgender clients, reports numbers that confirm high levels of criminalization. Of SRLP’s 1,512 clients since 2003, two-thirds have experienced arrest and/or incarceration at some point in their lives. In an SRLP survey, seventy-two percent reported time spent in jails while thirty-six percent reported having been incarcerated in a prison. The National Center for Transgender Equality and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force also found that homeless transgender individuals are 2.5 times more likely to be incarcerated than transgender individuals who have not experienced homelessness.

85 Helen Zia, Preface to Other: An Asian & Pacific Islander Prisoners’ Anthology, at xi (Eddy Zheng & the Asian Prisoner Support Comm. eds., 2007).
86 Id. at x.
88 MOGUL, ET AL., supra note 3, at 24.
89 Id. at xii. For safety purposes many transgender and gender-nonconforming people are not “out” in the criminal justice system and/or prisons. See It’s War in Here, supra note 54, at 15–16; Sydney Tarzwell, Note, The Gender Lines Are Marked with Razor Wire: Addressing State Prison Policies and Practices for the Management of Transgender Prisoners, 38 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 167, 170 (2006); see generally Gabriel Arkles, Safety and Solidarity Across Gender Lines: Rethinking Segregation of Transgender People in Detention, 18 TEMP. POL. & CIV. RTS. L. REV. 515 (2009) (discussing the violence experienced by transgender prisoners, but arguing against the use of solitary confinement as a means of “protection”).
90 MOGUL, ET AL., supra note 3, at xii.
91 Id.
93 INJUSTICE AT EVERY TURN, supra note 44, at 66.
D. Violence and Incarceration

Once transgender and gender-nonconforming persons are incarcerated in jails, prisons, or detention centers, they are almost inevitably subject to a range of traumatizing events including invasive strip searches that are essentially genital checks and face assault, harassment, and rape—often by correction officers who are ostensibly there to supervise their safety. Transgender people are almost always placed in jails and prisons according to the sex they were assigned at birth. This means that untold numbers of transgender women are in men’s jails and prisons around the country. And while placement issues are one area of concern—and perhaps the most publicly recognized—issues of discrimination and abuse that transgender people encounter in prison also encompass access to medical care, access to showers, clothing, safety, work programs, and legal assistance.

Because transgender and gender-nonconforming people are automatic targets for homophobic and transphobic violence and brutality by other inmates and correction officers, issues regarding safety are common in public policy debates. To keep people safer from such advances, state and federal departments of corrections generally house vulnerable individuals—including transgender people—in some kind of “protective custody” more often than not the equivalent of twenty-three hour lock-down/solitary confinement.

---

94 See Mogul et al., supra note 3, at 66 (“[G]ender policing by state authorities often extends to routinely subjecting transgender and gender-nonconforming people to inappropriate, invasive, and unlawful searches conducted for the purpose of viewing or touching individuals’ genitals, either to satisfy law enforcement officers’ curiosity, or to determine a person’s ‘real’ gender.”).

95 See, e.g., It’s War In Here, supra note 54, at 18; Arkles, supra note 89, at 517 (“That transgender people in detention experience horrific levels of violence is indisputable. A recent study showed that fifty-nine percent of transgender women in California men’s prisons have been sexually assaulted while incarcerated, as compared to four percent of a random sample of people incarcerated in California men’s prisons.”) (citing Valerien Jenness et al., Violence in California Correctional Facilities: An Empirical Examination of Sexual Assault 3 (2007), available at http://ucicorrections.sweb.uci.edu/pdf/Executive_Summary_of_Val_s_PREA_report.pdf).

96 See Alexander Lee, Nowhere to Go but Out: The Collision Between Transgender & Gender-Variant Prisoners and the Gender Binary in America’s Prisons 23, 24 (2003), available at http://www.justdetention.org/pdf/NowhereToGoButOut.pdf (discussing how overly narrow constructions of the term transgender as well as a lack of public representation of FTMs spectrum people contribute to the scant attention transgender people in women’s prisons receive); see also Arkles, supra note 89, at 538–39 (explaining that although placement according to birth sex is a concern for transgender individuals, segregation, isolation, and so-called “protective custody” can be far more damaging than being housed in general population facilities); Russell K. Robinson, Masculinity as Prison: Sexual Identity, Race, and Incarceration, 99 CALIF. L. REV. 1309, 1311 (2011) (explaining that in the Los Angeles County Men’s Jail, gay and transgender individuals are housed according to their birth sex but offered segregated space for protection from rape by other inmates). Robinson, however, also critiques the ways in which such segregation affirms prison as a space that hosts and reproduces masculinity while alienating those who struggle to survive within that space. Id. at 1346.

97 See It’s War In Here, supra note 54, at 17.

98 See Arkles, supra note 89, at 517; see also Robinson, supra note 96, at 1309.
2012] Gendered (In)security

Although solitary confinement can offer some protection from violence in prison, numerous studies have demonstrated its negative impact on a person’s mental and emotional well-being. This is particularly true the longer the time during which a person is isolated. Since corrections departments often have no other “solution” but to isolate transgender people, such isolation can continue for extremely unreasonable periods of time. For example, Rhonda, a transgender prisoner who is a client of the SRLP, has been incarcerated in solitary confinement for eight years. Originally, Rhonda requested a placement transfer because she was being repeatedly raped in the general population. The correction facility in which she resides complied by placing her in solitary confinement—in their opinion, her only safe option for housing. Rhonda is currently in the psychiatric unit of the correctional facility on twenty-four hour suicide watch.

E. Criminal Procedure, Plea Bargains, and Safety

While Rhonda’s story may represent an extreme, it is by no means unusual. All forms of incarceration are dangerous and violent for transgender and gender-nonconforming people. Because prisons and jails are hypergendered (and gender policed) spaces, and transgender people are “easy” targets for violence, they are also often willing to take a guilty plea for a crime that they did not commit so that they can minimize jail time—even if

---

99 Arkles, supra note 89, at 537–38:
Placements in protective custody, administrative segregation, supermax facilities, or punitive segregation are usually highly isolating. While systems vary somewhat, people are commonly confined to a tiny cell for twenty-one to twenty-four hours a day. They often have little or no human contact except for highly limited (and often unpleasant) interactions with facility staff. Sometimes even this “contact” is limited to announcements through loudspeakers.

100 Id. at 538; see also Tracy Hresko, In the Cellars of the Hollow Men: Use of Solitary Confinement in U.S. Prisons and Its Implications Under International Laws Against Torture, 18 PACE INT’L L. REV. 1, 3 (2006) (“The devastating psychological and physical consequences of solitary confinement have been recognized since the mid-1800s.”).

101 See Hresko, supra note 100, at 3.

102 See Arkles, supra note 89, at 537.

103 All client names have been changed to protect confidentiality. Rhonda remains incarcerated and is continually shuffled between solitary confinement in an upstate New York prison and solitary confinement in the prison’s psychiatric unit. With no release date in the near future, Rhonda continues to experience suicidal ideations.

104 This is not to say that only transgender and gender-nonconforming people experience violence in prisons and jails. The very concept of punitive segregation from society has proven to be inherently violent for all people. Many studies have demonstrated this phenomenon. See generally THE CELLING OF AMERICA (Daniel Burton-Rose et al. eds., 1998) (critiquing the United State’s prison-industrial complex); DAVIS, ARE PRISONS OBSOLETE?, supra note 35 (analogizing the United States’ practice of “super-incarceration” to its history of slavery).

105 See Lee, supra note 96, at 3.
this results in known or unknown future immigration repercussions.\footnote{My clients at the Sylvia Rivera Law Project often tell me they will “do anything” to avoid jail or prison, or get out as soon as possible, because they feel extremely unsafe and vulnerable. \textit{See It’s War in Here}, supra note 54, at 18.} Because of over-crowding in the system and court mandated efficiency, people arrested for petty or survival-related\footnote{\textit{See \textit{Incite! Women of Color Against Violence, Law Enforcement Violence Against Women of Color & Trans People of Color: A Critical Intersection of Gender Violence & State Violence} 25, available at \url{http://incite-national.org/media/docs/3696_TOOLKIT-FINAL.pdf} (last visited Apr. 2, 2012).}\footnote{See generally \textit{David Feige, Indefensible: One Lawyer’s Journey into the Inferno of American Justice} (2006) (critiquing the criminal justice system through the lens of the author’s experiences as a criminal defense attorney in South Bronx); Oren Bar-Gill & Omri Ben-Shahar, \textit{The Prisoners’ (Plea Bargain) Dilemma}, 1 J. Legal Analysis 737 (2009) (examining the ways in which prosecutors extract unfavorable guilty pleas from defendants).} crimes are often offered plea bargains\footnote{\textit{Feige}, supra note 108.} either at their arraignment hearing or at a later hearing\footnote{\textit{Id.}}. In New York City, there is a good deal of pressure for people to “plea out” to crimes that they either did not commit and/or are grossly exaggerated in relation to their conduct.\footnote{\textit{See, e.g.}, Francis X Donnolly, \textit{Teen Found Dead Three Days After Helping Police}, \textit{Detroit News}, Jan. 6, 2012, \url{http://www.detroitnews.com/article/20120106/METRO01/201060375}.} Extraordinary pressure can also be imposed for people to become police informants in exchange for lowering or eliminating charges against them, which not only funnels more people into the system but can also expose informants to dangerous conditions.\footnote{\textit{See \textit{e.g.}}, Bar-Gill & Ben-Shahar, supra note 108. However, plea bargains can be advantageous for a number of reasons as well. This is especially true when considering expediency. In New York City, for example, a first misdemeanor arrest often results in an offer for an Adjudication in Contemplation of Dismissal (ACD) which allows for the expungement of the arrest from a person’s record if they do not get arrested again within 6 months. \textit{Feige}, supra note 108.}

As explained above in Part I.B, transgender and gender-nonconforming people of color living in poverty are disproportionately profiled by the police, subjected to police misconduct and charged with survival-related crimes. Since there is already an exceptional amount of pressure by the criminal justice system to push people to take a guilty plea rather than challenge their arrest at a trial, and transgender and gender-nonconforming people often would do almost anything not to be in jail, they are exceptionally likely to succumb to this pressure.\footnote{\textit{The plea bargain option of criminal justice system has invoked numerous critiques. \textit{See, e.g.}, Bar-Gill & Ben-Shahar, supra note 108. However, plea bargains can be advantageous for a number of reasons as well. This is especially true when considering expediency. In New York City, for example, a first misdemeanor arrest often results in an offer for an Adjudication in Contemplation of Dismissal (ACD) which allows for the expungement of the arrest from a person’s record if they do not get arrested again within 6 months. \textit{Feige}, supra note 108.}} The ability to take a guilty plea rather than serve time in jail or prison is often of extreme value for transgender and gender-nonconforming people who are United States citizens. Not only does this process expedite their court hearing, it also minimizes their exposure to inevitable transphobic and homophobic violence inside.
II. Devolution of Criminal and Immigration Law

For transgender and gender-nonconforming immigrants, however, the willingness to do almost anything to minimize jail time often results in harsh immigration repercussions. Although criminal defense and immigration law have been traditionally separated fields of practice, this is no longer the case. In 2010, the Supreme Court issued the landmark decision Padilla v. Kentucky, holding that the Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance for counsel includes the right to be informed by counsel of the immigration consequences of pleading guilty to drug distribution.

Since 1996, the immigration consequences of minor criminal convictions in the United States have resulted in the mass deportation of immigrants across the nation. These consequences have only multiplied since September 11, 2001, paving the way for the “war on terror,” Section 287(g), SB 1070 and its copycat legislation, Secure Communities, and the new “indefinite detention” provision. Since transgender people of color who are immigrants are also more likely to encounter police interaction than others, many of them have and will continue to face immigration detention and deportation due to no crime other than “walking while trans.”

“Criminal Immigration” has evolved into a legal practice in and of itself. See e.g., Juliet P. Stumpf, Doing Time: Crimmigration Law and the Perils of Haste, 58 UCLA L. Rev. 1705, 1706 (2010–2011) [hereinafter Stumpf, Crimmigration Law] (using the term “crimmigration law” to critique the arbitrary temporal gauges that criminal law and immigration law rely on to evaluate who should be included or expelled from society).

130 S. Ct. 1473, 1476 (2010).

See, e.g., Stumpf, Crimmigration Law, supra note 113.


President Obama’s action today is a blight on his legacy because he will forever be known as the president who signed indefinite detention without charge or trial into law. . . . The statute is particularly dangerous because it has no temporal or geographic limitations, and can be used by this and future presidents to militarily detain people captured far from any battlefield.

Id. See supra note 63 and accompanying text.
In 1996, Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigration Responsibility Act ("IIRIRA") and its companion act, the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 ("AEDPA"), making it far more likely that immigrants, especially poor immigrants, convicted of crimes would be deported from the United States. Prior to 1996, the range of "deportable crimes" was far less inclusive, and if a non-citizen was put in proceedings for a conviction they were able to apply for a waiver of deportation. The 1996 laws expanded the definition of "aggravated felony," triggering mandatory deportation and reducing opportunities to seek relief from deportation following conviction of other "crimes involving moral turpitude ("CIMTs"). Since 1996, a conviction of one aggravated felony constitutes grounds for deportation for any noncitizen. Moreover, although the statute specifically uses the term "felony," in reality, this cate-

---


120 See Theresa A. Miller, Blurring the Boundaries Between Immigration and Crime Control After September 11, 25 B.C. Third World L.J. 81, 85 (2005) (noting the expansion of the types of crimes that mandate detention and deportation). This expansion even applies to immigrants who are legal permanent residents (LPRs) or "green card" holders. Id. Katherine Brady, Immigrant Legal Res. Ctr., Quick Reference Chart and Notes for Determining Immigration Consequences of Selected California Offenses, at Section II (2010), available at http://sdcounty.ca.gov/oac/docs/Immigration_QR_Chart.pdf (providing long list of California state offenses that carry immigration consequences).


123 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2)(A)(i) (2012). Although the Immigration and Nationality Act has yet to define crimes involving moral turpitude (CIMTs), years of case law have applied CIMTs to most poverty-related offenses. CIMTs include the following: crimes in which either an intent to steal or to defraud is an element (such as theft and forgery offenses), crimes in which bodily harm is caused or threatened by an intentional or willful act or serious bodily harm is caused or threatened by an act of recklessness (such as murder, rape, and certain manslaughter and assault offenses), and most sex offenses. See The Defending Immigrant P’ship, Representing Nontcitizen Criminal Defendants: A National Guide 5 (2008).

CIMTs include almost all survival related crimes. The effect of both IIRIRA and AEDPA furthers an agenda of social control of poor and other marginalized people through criminalization and eventual deportation.

Additionally, although the definition of the term “aggravated felony” is linked to a sentence in criminal court of more than one year, under immigration law it does not matter if the sentence is ever served. For example, in a recent Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) decision, the court held that an immigrant’s term of imprisonment or sentence is determined by the period of confinement or incarceration ordered by the court, regardless of any suspension or withholding of execution. As a result, even if a sentence is completely suspended and the individual never spends any time in jail, that person is still considered to have been convicted of an aggravated felony and is thus deportable according to U.S. immigration law.

IIRIRA and AEDPA also affect the ways in which CIMTs are enforced. Two CIMTs constitute grounds for removal. In IIRIRA, Congress defined its use of the word “conviction” for immigration purposes. Prior to 1996, a conviction for such purposes was based on a state disposition. Therefore, if a criminal record was expunged by a state, it was also expunged in the immigration context.

---

125 See United States v. Graham, 169 F.3d. 787, 788 (3d Cir. 1999) (holding that in New York, the misdemeanor charge of petit larceny with a one-year prison sentence is considered an “aggravated felony” for immigration purposes).

126 See THE DEFENDING IMMIGRANT P’SHP, supra note 123, at D1-D40 (listing a wide range of cases involving crimes of moral turpitude). For a clear extension of the history of the construction of immigration law and its definition of who is worthy of legal residency and who is not, see generally Juliet P. Stumpf, States of Confusion: The Rise of State and Local Power over Immigration, 86 N.C. L. Rev. 1557 (2007) [hereinafter Stumpf, States of Confusion] (showing how immigration laws throughout history that govern who is and is not a desirable United States resident are linked to the rise of power afforded to state and local law enforcement to police immigrants). Stumpf writes:

> The emphasis of [...] early colonial and state immigration laws was not on foreign affairs in the sense of the state’s relations with foreign countries, but rather on controlling the entrance of undesirables who might settle in the community. Arising from the states’ traditional powers over health, welfare, and crime, these laws sought to affect the population inside the borders of the state. Together, these early colonial and state laws constituted a network of border control regulation, reflecting choices about who may join the community and who should be excluded. They served to control the membership of the community by screening out those who were of an undesirable status, race, color, religion, or class.

Id. at 1569.

127 See THE DEFENDING IMMIGRANT P’SHP, supra note 123, at 70.

128 See In re Sanchez, No. A26-708-191, 2008 WL 3919110, at *1–2 (BIA July 29, 2008) (holding that even though appellant was sentenced to a one year suspended sentence for a simple assault in the criminal justice system, this conviction constituted a violent felony that was punishable by up to one year for the purposes of immigration and appellant was therefore ineligible for a waiver of removal).


punged for immigration purposes. In IIRIRA, however, Congress defined “conviction” to include much more than a formal judgment of guilt or a conviction under relevant state or federal criminal law. Under this law, a disposition in which either (1) an adjudication of guilt is withheld but a judge or jury has found the immigrant guilty, or (2) the immigrant has entered a plea of guilty, a plea of nolo contendere, or admitted sufficient facts to warrant a finding of guilt, constitutes a conviction if the judge orders some form of punishment, penalty, or restraint on the immigrant. According to this new definition, any admission of an aggravated felony or a CIMT, regardless of whether the person knew it was a crime or whether the charge was dismissed in court, constitutes a conviction and renders an immigrant deportable.

Due to these changes, a problem arises for my noncitizen clients when they are questioned by an immigration officer about whether or not they have ever engaged in sex work. According to the new definition of conviction, if a defendant answers affirmatively, they are deportable even if they have never been convicted for prostitution, or did not know that prostitution is illegal in the United States, or if they confess to having engaged in sex work in their country of origin. The same is also true for many other “criminal” acts regardless of a conviction, such as falsely claiming United States citizenship, registering to vote despite ineligibility, or failing to register with United States Selective Service. Each of these criminalized acts carries severe immigration consequences and most often impacts people who are poor and cannot afford an attorney, who do not speak English, who are

131 See generally William J. Johnson, When Misdemeanors are Felonies: The Aggravated Felony of Sexual Abuse of a Minor, 52 N.Y.L. SCH. REV. 419 (2008) (providing an in-depth analysis of the history of the definition of a conviction pursuant to immigration law).
133 See id.; see also Vargas, supra note 122, at 3.
135 See 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(48)(A) (2012) (conviction can encompass a defendant admitting sufficient facts to warrant a finding of guilt, even if an adjudication of guilt is withheld). From my work at SRLP, I am aware of at least two recent instances of an affirmative response to an officer’s interrogation about prostitution rendering an immigrant potentially deportable. Both cases, however, are currently pending a hearing.
136 See, e.g., NAT’L CTR. FOR TRANSGENDER EQUAL., THE SELECTIVE SERVICE: HOW THE SELECTIVE SERVICE IMPACTS TRANSGENDER PEOPLE (2008), available at http://transequality.org/Resources/Selective_Service_only.pdf. Transgender immigrants, in particular transgender women, often are unaware that they are supposed to register with the Selective Service because they do not identify as men. Id. at 3. “This registration is used to keep an updated database of potential service members in case a draft were to be reintroduced.” Id. at 1. As it stands, all citizens whose birth-assigned sex was male must register within thirty days of their eighteenth birthday and failure to do so is punishable by up to five years in prison, $250,000 in fines, and severe immigration penalties. Id. at 1. The Act includes transgender women, regardless of whether they transitioned before or after they were ages eighteen to twenty-five. Id. at 2. Transgender men, on the other hand, are exempt from registering but often must disclose personal medical details before obtaining a letter of exemption. Id.
discriminated against or are profiled by immigration officers, who have psychiatric disabilities, and those who are within other marginalized immigrant communities. Finally, these communities and immigrants are extremely susceptible to coercion that encourages false confessions. Immigration officers are notorious for eliciting such false confessions especially from already marginalized immigrants.

This expanded definition of a conviction is particularly damaging to poor people who are more likely to commit “survival crimes.” Currently, a conviction for one CIMT that is committed within five years of admission into the United States and punishable by one year in prison is grounds for deportation. Again, the term “crime involving moral turpitude” is interpreted broadly by courts and is ever-expanding. As Manuel D. Vargas explains, in New York this category includes:

[C]rimes in which either an intent to steal or to defraud is an element (such as theft and forgery offenses); crimes in which bodily harm is caused or threatened by an intentional or willful act, or serious bodily harm is caused or threatened by an act of recklessness . . . and most sex offenses. In New York, Class A misdemeanors as well as felonies are punishable by a year, so they could

---

137 Gehi, Struggles from the Margins, supra note 27, at 317.
140 See Vargas, supra note 122.

The term moral turpitude is not defined by statute, but rather by case law. It refers generally to conduct which is inherently base, vile, or depraved and contrary to the accepted rules of morality. Moral turpitude has been defined as intrinsically wrong or malum in se, so it is the nature of the act itself and not the statutory prohibition which renders it a CIMT. It is the inherent nature of the crime, defined by the statute and interpreted by the courts, as limited and described in the record of conviction, and not the facts and circumstances of the case that determines if a crime is a CIMT.

Id. at 44.
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... also make an LPR [(Legal Permanent Resident)] defendant deportable.142

A conviction of two CIMTs, regardless of whether they are felonies or misdemeanors, also renders a legal permanent resident deportable, as does one conviction for any controlled substance offense (even possessing small amounts), possession of a firearm or destructive device, and any crime of domestic violence, stalking, child abuse, or neglect or abandonment.143 These Class A misdemeanors, which constitute CIMTs, are disproportionately charged against poor people and people of color, especially if they have added vulnerabilities including their perceived gender identities and/or sexuality.144 The expanded inclusion of crimes that constitute aggravated felonies, as well as the new definition of conviction by Congress, only applies to immigrants in the United States. These amendments, along with the ever-broadening definition of CIMTs have grave effects on immigrant communities, especially low-income and transgender immigrant communities.

A. Impact on Transgender and Gender-Nonconforming Communities

As explained above, transgender and gender-nonconforming people are profiled by the police based purely on appearance.145 Trans people are “put through the system” at an alarmingly high rate and are often subject to intense additional punishment if they are not United States citizens.146 For trans immigrants (as for all people), deportation can result in the equivalent of imprisonment and/or death in their home countries.147 The cumulative effects of racist and transphobic targeting in the United States criminal punishment system, the general evisceration of the Fourth Amendment, and the combination of draconian immigration laws in relation to minor (often false) criminal arrests is devastating for those who are rendered perpetually “suspicious” and “disorderly” in contemporary law enforcement practice.

1. Post 9/11 Shifts

Although criminal and immigration systems in the United States have embodied notions of race and gender norms since their inceptions, in the period since September 11, 2001, the drastic enhancement and militarization of law enforcement overall has worsened conditions for those targeted by these systems. As practitioner April McKenzie explains, “The United States
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of America was attacked by terrorists on its home soil, changing immigration forever. On that day, America went from being a nation of immigrants to a nation of suspects.” McKenzie argues that one problem for the federal government as it implemented new draconian legislation to “combat terrorism” was the “lack of manpower” within Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to track and deport the estimated 8 million undocumented residents in the United States. As a result, in the years since McKenzie’s article was written in 2004, the Department of Justice determined that deputizing local law enforcement to enforce immigration law enforcement was a worthy endeavor.

2. Immigration Enforcement Through Local Law Enforcement

Soon after September 11, then-Attorney General John Ashcroft initiated Section 287(g) of the Immigration Naturalization Act, which provides that:

The Attorney General may enter into a written agreement with a State, or any political subdivision of a State, pursuant to which an officer or employee of the State or subdivision, who is determined by the Attorney General to be qualified to perform a function of an immigration officer in relation to the investigation, apprehension, or detention of aliens in the United States.

Although Section 287(g) requires States to agree to a memorandum of understanding before it is implemented, many States have signed on. Section 287(g) has yet to be implemented in New York City, but the city has signed on to another non-public federal initiative that allows ICE officers to interrogate people who are incarcerated at jails and other correctional facilities; this initiative has already led to mass deportations. Although the initiative’s effect has been detrimental for immigrants and others, its publicity, and therefore, its critique, has been minimal.

148 April McKenzie, A Nation of Immigrants or a Nation of Suspects? State and Local Enforcement of Federal Immigration Laws since 9/11, 55 ALA. L. REV. 1149, 1150 (2004). McKenzie further explains that the federal government immediately took steps to combat this overwhelming threat of terrorism, focusing primarily on immigration. For example, she notes that “negotiations between Mexico and the United States to legalize the over three million undocumented Mexican workers within the U.S. were immediately ceased.” Id. at 1149.

149 Id. at 1150; see also Michael Riley, Immigration Bill Has Police Uneasy—Officials Say They’re Unprepared to Add INS Cases, DENV. POST, Apr. 22, 2002, at A-01.
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Secure Communities is the latest, and perhaps most detrimental, federal initiative towards the devolution of local law enforcement and immigration law enforcement. The cited goal of Secure Communities is to “improve and modernize the identification and removal of criminal aliens from the United States.” The Department of Homeland Security’s own statistics indicate that its “Secure Communities program (one of many enforcement programs) is deporting over ten thousand individuals with minor convictions per year.”

With this new initiative, anyone who is arrested is checked by local law enforcement against an FBI database as well as a Department of Homeland Security database. According to the Immigration Policy Center there are several key concerns with this new policing measure: obstacles to community policing, unnecessary or prolonged detention, profiling or pretextual minute film describing the problematic effects of ICE programs delegating immigration enforcement to local police).

155 ICE Secure Communities, supra note 18. Under Secure Communities, the Federal Bureau of Investigation sends the fingerprints it obtained from local jurisdictions to ICE to check against its immigration databases. Based on these checks, ICE may take enforcement action, prioritizing the removal of repeat offenders and of individuals “who present the most significant threats to public safety as determined by the severity of their crime, their criminal history, and other factors.” This provides a simple and common sense enforcement mechanism by relying on existing information-sharing partnership between ICE and the FBI. Id.
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This figure [of 37,636] is underinclusive because it does not include noncitizens with more than two misdemeanor convictions or with misdemeanors convictions that qualify as “aggravated felonies” under federal law, and because it does not include other programs through which noncitizens with convictions are deported, such as federal-state enforcement partnerships pursuant to INA § 287(g), 8 U.S.C. § 1357(g) (2006), and ICE’s Criminal Alien Program, which “identifies, processes and removes criminal aliens incarcerated in federal, state and local prisons and jails throughout the U.S.” Id. at 588 n.9.

158 See ICE Secure Communities, supra note 18. R

159 For example, recently in California, a Chinese immigrant called the police for help with a domestic violence incident. In accordance with Secure Communities, her fingerprints were sent to ICE and she was placed in ICE custody, despite the fact that no criminal charges were filed against her. Secure Communities – Not about Security, LA UNION DEL PUEBLO ENTERO (Apr. 14, 2011), http://lupergv.wordpress.com/2011/04/14/secure-communities-not-about-security/. This example is only one of many that indicate a growing lack of trust in local law enforcement. Rather than access the police for help, people are likely to continue to live in fear and violence rather than face immigration, detention, and/or deportation.
arrests, lack of complaint mechanisms, lack of oversight and lack of transparency.160

3. Specific Impacts on Transgender Communities

Concerns about the implementation of Secure Communities have specific relevance for transgender and gender-nonconforming immigrants in particular. Secure Communities is part of a broader shift towards increased local law enforcement latitude for racial profiling on the basis of perceived immigration status.161 Like other harsh immigration bills, Secure Communities disproportionately impacts low-income immigrant trans and gender-nonconforming people of color because gender policing, which results in increased arrest rates,162 As discussed above, transgender people are often falsely arrested when they call the police to report any incident of violence.163 With the implementation of Secure Communities, such wrongful arrests may also result in prolonged detention and potentially deportation; transgender people who are arrested and detained also face staggeringly high rates of sexual and physical violence and abuse.164

Transgender and gender-nonconforming immigrants migrate because they, like many immigrants, are economic refugees. Often their home countries' economies have been destroyed by military occupation and free trade agreements that have decimated local food and labor systems and exploited local resources.165 In addition, transgender and gender-nonconforming immigrants often flee their home countries because of the state-sponsored persecution and a belief that they will be safer in the United States.166 Others flee because of the lack of acceptance they face from family and friends due to their gender identities. Still others leave because they are unable to find
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165 See generally JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ, GLOBALIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS (2002) (explaining, for example, how the West enforces asymmetrical trade agreements and benefits disproportionately from globalization); QUEER MIGRATIONS: SEXUALITY, U.S. CITIZENSHIP, AND BORDER CROSSINGS (Eithne Luibhéd & Lionel Cantu Jr. eds., 2005) (discussing reasons, including persecution, that LGBT people are especially vulnerable in foreign countries and seek to immigrate to the United States).

166 This persecution of trans individuals occurs worldwide, and can range from a lack of support from family and friends to assault and detention on behalf of the State. See Morgan, supra note 27, at 135–36 (explaining that LGBT asylum seekers often flee to the United States to escape persecution in their home countries, including “police abuse, harsh penalties (including death) for consensual sex, incarceration, drug or electroshock ‘treatments,’ and government inaction to prevent antigay violence”); see, e.g., Hernandez-Montiel v. INS, 225 F.3d 1084, 1087 (9th Cir. 2000) (finding that a “gay [man] with female sexual identities” was persecuted in her home country on the basis of her gender identity).
employment in their countries because of discrimination and poverty.\textsuperscript{167} Many cannot access the healthcare they need.\textsuperscript{168} For many HIV-positive transgender, gender-nonconforming, and queer immigrants, deportation is effectively a death sentence because of lack of access to life-saving HIV medications in their home countries.\textsuperscript{169}

Some queer and transgender immigrants who are deported are separated from their families, their partners, their communities, and their loved ones who remain in the United States, and many people who are removed from the United States are barred from returning for several years at a time.\textsuperscript{170} For queer and trans immigrants, the devolution of criminal and immigration systems combined with the discrimination that these communities already experience on a daily basis is devastating.

Although New York tried to “opt out” of Secure Communities,\textsuperscript{171} the state has already borne witness to its devastating effects. As the now-federal mandate intends to “combat terrorism,” it has drawn an increased presence of local law enforcement to communities that are home to people of various ethnic identities.\textsuperscript{172} One example is that of Jackson Heights, NY. Jackson Heights is known as an ethnic enclave and home to many immigrant communities. Recently, SRLP has witnessed a flood of arguably false arrests of transgender women of color on the streets of Jackson Heights, most on charges of loitering for the purposes of prostitution.\textsuperscript{173} Even when they are informed of the immigration consequences of taking a plea bargain, they are often so unwilling to face the horrors of jail that they feel they have no other choice but to plead. In the experience of my clients, since Secure Communities has gone into effect, taking a plea results in an automatic “immigration
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\textsuperscript{171} Elise Foley, New York Quits Secure Communities Immigration Enforcement Program Cuomo Announces, HUFFINGTON POST (June 1, 2011), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/01/new-york-qui_b_869969.html.
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\textsuperscript{173} The charges of prostitution are often the result of “walking while trans.” See supra note 63. I argue that these incidents should be considered “false arrests” because often there is no real suspicion that criminal activity is afoot to make a stop, nor is there any probable cause to make an arrest, but rather the arrest is based on implicit biases and stereotypes about transgender people in ethnically diverse neighborhoods.
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hold” which triggers an automatic removal proceeding for people who are undocumented. One of the only ways in which we at SRLP have found to break the cycle of mandatory removal is by having people pay their bail fee. While this is effective temporarily, it is also extremely challenging because all of the people with whom SRLP works are extremely impoverished. Most have little family or community support and no money to use as bail for even extremely minor misdemeanors. And, while payment of bail temporarily breaks the cycle of criminalization to deportation, having a conviction on one’s record—especially for prostitution or some other CIMT—continues to render these individuals deportable in the future.

B. Opposition to Secure Communities

There has been a national outcry against Secure Communities, and activists in many states have successfully mobilized against its implementation. However, in August 2011, President Obama declared Secure Communities a federal mandate with no state opt-out. Documents obtained through Freedom of Information Act requests by the National Day Laborer Organizing Network, the Center for Constitutional Rights, and the Cardozo Immigration Justice Clinic also revealed that Secure Communities is the first step in the Next Generation Identification (“NGI”) initiative, which is “an unprecedented, billion dollar initiative to create the world’s largest biometric database. NGI will expand on Secure Communities by forcing greater collection and dissemination of personal information between federal agencies, without the consent of the states that provide the information.” The Secure Communities mandate thus appears to be part of a broader surveillance tactic by state and federal governments.

For the most part, LGBTQ advocates and organizations have spoken out very little against Secure Communities and the resultant profiling that LGBTQ people of color experience on a daily basis. Not surprisingly, the few that have are the small, under-resourced, and relatively marginal groups that center their work in a commitment to racial and economic justice and primarily serve low-income people, people of color, and immigrants. Two
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organizations that work with LGBTQ people of color, Communities United Against Violence\textsuperscript{178} and Streetwise and Safe,\textsuperscript{179} issued a statement on National Coming Out Day urging President Obama to take immediate action to eliminate the destructive program.\textsuperscript{180} These groups led a recent campaign with over sixty groups signing on to a statement noting:

All immigrants in this country struggle to find safe and secure housing, healthcare, employment, and education while living in fear of deportation. Immigrants who are LGBTQ are particularly vulnerable to detention and deportation because they are more likely to come into contact with law enforcement through police profiling and discriminatory enforcement of minor offenses, as well as through false or dual arrest when they attempt to survive or flee violence. Officials often use excessive force and coercion against LGBTQ people at the scene of arrest, including threats of deportation. Once in jail, prison, or immigration detention, LGBTQ people experience rampant and sometimes fatal sexual, physical, and emotional abuse, mirroring the abuse many face from partners, employers, and neighbors outside.\textsuperscript{181}

For transgender people of color, calling the police is often unsafe in and of itself. They will often avoid the police at all costs because of the awareness that gender expression-based profiling can lead to unjustified stops, which then lead to arrests and incarceration.\textsuperscript{182} For transgender people who are immigrants, the conflation of local law enforcement with federal immigration enforcement unites the power of two damaged systems to devastate lives.

\section*{C. Reactions to Arizona SB 1070}

Despite the fact that a range of harsh immigration laws were already on the books, the introduction of Arizona’s SB 1070 caused a momentous and national stir. SB 1070 received attention nationally because, in passing it, Arizona explicitly required law enforcement to do what they already do all the time: profile based on physical appearance. The bill made the failure to carry immigration documents a crime and gave the police broad authority to
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detain anyone suspected of being in the United States illegally.183 Pursuant to SB 1070, no warrant was needed for an arrest as long as the officer had probable cause that the person had committed a public offense that made them removable from the United States.184 The bill even encouraged people to make anonymous tips to the police of employers who hired “illegals.”185 As Rep. Raul Grijalva, Democrat of Tucson, Arizona, and co-chair of the Congressional Progressive Caucus explained: “It’s a license to racially profile. It creates a second-class status for primarily Latinos and people of color in the state of Arizona. . . . Arizona’s been the petri dish for these kinds of harsh, racist initiatives.”186 President Obama even stated that he wanted to closely monitor the civil rights and other implications of the bill.187 The bill publicly represented one of the most overtly racist and draconian laws this country has witnessed in recent times and immediately drew a broad base of opposition.188 Among this base was a prominent civil rights coalition led by the American Civil Liberties Union (“ACLU”). The coalition was made up of the ACLU, the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (“MALDEF”), the National Immigration Law Center (“NILC”), the Asian Pacific American Legal Center (“APALC”), the ACLU of Arizona, the National Day Labor Organizing Network (“NDLON”), and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (“NAACP”).189 The coalition filed a lawsuit in federal court challenging the racist law and seeking a preliminary injunction to block the implementation of the bill. The coalition argued that SB 1070 “invites the racial profiling of people of color, violates the First Amendment and interferes with federal law.”190

While it is correct that Arizona SB 1070 was a clear violation of civil liberties and First Amendment rights, and interfered with Congressional power over immigration law, it is also true that transgender people of color
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and other marginalized communities experience and suffer the consequences of these civil rights violations all the time. However, this bill served only to further the legitimacy of racial profiling in the United States. Already several states including Georgia, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, and Rhode Island have expressed interest in introducing similar bills to “combat illegal immigration.” While many voices strongly opposed the bill and the federal district court in Arizona issued a preliminary injunction against its implementation, a trend towards its legitimization and duplication continues.

III. INTEREST CONverGENCE AND THE PERPETRATOR PERSPECTIVE

Arizona SB 1070 generated an unprecedented level of outrage, which was certainly warranted. But it cannot be lost on the mainstream LGBTQ community that the outcry and resulting injunction against the bill is a modern day example of interest convergence. In line with Derrick Bell’s theory, while eliminating an overtly discriminatory piece of legislation, the reaction to SB 1070 failed to address in any meaningful way the systems that continually perpetuate outrageous discrimination against LGBTQ and immigrant communities. Interest convergence and Freeman’s theory of the perpetrator perspective are both applicable in our efforts to understand how the mainstream LGBTQ community has gauged its success while working within the confines of an inherently unequal and corrupt system.

Bell’s principle of interest convergence provides that “[t]he interest of blacks in achieving racial equality will only be accommodated when it converges with the interests of whites.” His theory helps explain how seeming advances in racial justice can be made through the courts without ever disturbing the racial distribution of wealth and life chances.

This principle, along with Allan Freeman’s description of the perpetrator perspective, can be applied to the overruling of SB 1070 and the labeling
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of similar overtly racist state bills as “outliers” and “aberrations,” which produces the fiction that the rest of the immigration or criminal enforcement systems are racially neutral. Freeman critiques the “perpetrator perspective” that views “racial discrimination not as conditions but as actions, or a series of actions inflicted on the victim by the perpetrator.” Freeman then argues that the perpetrator model wrongly assumes that a few bad actors perpetrate harm on certain victims through specific actions and thereby fails to examine the ways in which structural harms produce and sustain disparities based on race, class, sexuality, ableism, gender identity and expression, and immigration. For these reasons, Freeman explains, antidiscrimination laws that embrace the perpetrator/victim perspective fail to produce systemic remedies for discrimination.

Although SB 1070 and its copycat bills are extremely damaging in their impact on the lives of undocumented immigrants, the idea that these bills are unusually egregious has allowed similar legislation—as egregious, if not more—to go unnoticed. Similarly, the national attack on SB 1070 relied on the perpetrator perspective—deeming the perpetrators of violence as discriminatory state legislators rather than a discriminatory system—to vilify a specific action, i.e., the passing of a bill that allows for race-based profiling. Rather than capturing terrorists (the stated goal of the “war on terror”), Arizona’s bill attacked “hard-working” (those who do not need support like public benefits or housing) and “law-abiding” (those not caught up in the criminal punishment system) taxpayers through race-based profiling. Through litigation that challenged this racist bill, the discriminatory practice that it supported was supposedly quashed.

Notably, much of the narrative opposing Secure Communities has also centered on the victim/perpetrator model, focusing specifically on the plight of undocumented domestic violence survivors. The conversation focuses on the fact that undocumented domestic violence survivors will not feel safe to call the police for protection because of their own fear of deportation. This narrative is problematic because it focuses on one particularly
sympathetic subset of the immigrant group as a whole and thereby positions “deserving non-criminal immigrants” against “non-deserving criminal immigrants.” This narrative legitimizes an inherently flawed criminal punishment system that relies on implicit bias to disproportionally prosecute poor people, people of color, people with disabilities, immigrants and LGBT people. As Dean Spade explains in his critique of rights-based movements:

> With the recognition that changing what the law explicitly says about a group does not necessarily remedy the structured insecurity faced by that group comes a larger question about transformation that cannot occur through demands for legal recognition and inclusion. In fact, legal inclusion and recognition demands often reinforce the logics of harmful systems by justifying them, contributing to their illusion of fairness and equality, and by reinforcing the targeting of certain perceived “drains” or “internal enemies,” carving the group into “the deserving” and “the undeserving” and then addressing only the issues of the favored sector.

The federally mandated Secure Communities program relies on local law enforcement for its execution. Therefore, domestic violence victim advocates who construct a deserving/undeserving immigrant dichotomy implicitly rely on this system to justify their arguments.

As I have discussed herein, numerous studies have demonstrated that people of color are disproportionately targeted by local law enforcement. Fewer, but notable, studies have similarly demonstrated that LGBTQ people, especially transgender and gender-nonconforming individuals, are also disproportionately targeted by local law enforcement. It naturally follows that LGBTQ people of color who live at the intersection of two distinct vectors of subjugation are even more likely to be targets of criminalization. As the collaboration of criminal and immigration law enforcement has become such a prominent feature of the “war on terror,” LGBTQ people of color who are immigrants are suffering from the collateral damage of this war. However, immigration and race-based profiling have yet to be a central concern of mainstream LGBTQ organizations. The opposition to Arizona SB 1070 proved to be a welcome exception, as major LGBTQ organizations
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spoke out against the unconstitutional profiling that this bill endorsed. Lambda Legal issued a public statement opposing Arizona SB 1070, with more than twenty allied organizations signing on. In it, the organizations argue:

All Arizona families—lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and straight—have reason to be alarmed. The state’s new law threatens to tear apart families, separate children from their parents and rip apart loving couples who are building their lives together. The LGBT community knows all too well how easily people who “look different” or “act different” can be singled out for harassment and persecution. LGBT immigrants will be doubly vulnerable under this law, which gives license to discriminate.

Lambda Legal also joined civil rights groups to file an amicus curiae brief opposing Alabama’s “copycat” bill, HB 56, arguing, “The brief clarifies that Alabama HB 56—like the anti-immigrant measure, SB 1070, passed in Arizona—will lead to racial profiling, discrimination and anti-immigrant extremism.”

It is striking that the LGBTQ national organizations, often quiet on immigration issues—especially those linked to national security—took such a united stand against Arizona SB 1070 and its copycat bills. However, it is also significant that police profiling of LGBTQ people, especially LGBTQ people of color, has yet to become an agenda item for these mainstream organizations. Secure Communities, Section 287(g), The Criminal Alien Program, and the new indefinite detention bill provide examples of federal legislation that condones the exact same race-based profiling of people of color—and by default, LGBTQ people—yet opposition to these bills has yet to become a cause for LGBTQ organizations. For example, although the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (“NGLTF”) did sign onto the statement issued by Community United Against Violence (“CUAV”) and Streetwise and Safe (“SAS”) opposing Secure Communities, its major
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campaigns remain anti-bullying legislation in public schools and the Employment Non-Discrimination Act ("ENDA").

For the most part, since LGBTQ civil rights organizations have emerged, the focus of their work has been single issue rights advocacy such as overturning anti-sodomy laws, securing anti-discrimination and hate crimes legislation, and, more recently, advocating the legalization of same-sex marriage and the repeal of "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell." This work is not, and has never been, reflective of the needs of trans and queer people who are the most marginalized. As Dean Spade and Rickke Mananzala explain:

Critiques of these developments have used a variety of terms and concepts to describe the shift, including charges that the focus [of gay rights activists] became assimilation; that the work increasingly marginalized low-income people, people of color, and transgender people; and that the resistance became co-opted by neoliberalism and conservative egalitarianism. Critics have argued that as the gay rights movement of the 1970s institutionalized into the gay and lesbian rights movement in the 1980s—forming such institutions as Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders, the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—the focus of the most well-funded, well-publicized work on behalf of queers shifted drastically . . . .


214 See supra note 32 and accompanying text. In my opinion, some of the inaction from mainstream LGBTQ movements is likely tied to their traditional alliance with the Democratic Party. While LGBTQ organization leaders are not to blame for utilizing the most practical political vehicle available to realize any potential legislative changes, history shows us that the Democratic Party, while open to such pressures, has been resistant and even harmful in efforts to effect meaningful social change. By relying on Democratic “allies,” the mainstream LGBTQ movements have been rewarded with legislation like IIRIRA and AEDPA, passed by President Clinton in 1996. The effects of these laws have been devastating to LGBTQ communities that are targeted by local law enforcement because of identity-based bias. Additionally, President Obama, while hailed by many in the LGBTQ community as an ally, has made Secure Communities a federal mandate and, as a result, has deported more people in his first term than his Republican predecessor did in both of his terms. Mainstream LGBTQ organizations have yet to address the problematic bias of local law enforcement to the devolution of criminal immigration laws on a federal level. I believe that although organizations acknowledge intersecting identities at times, they continue to rely on systems that sustain punishment of these identities for solutions to discrimination.
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In fact, many of the single-issue rights-based initiatives that mainstream LGBTQ organizations focus on rely on strengthening institutionalized systems that work against marginalized communities, such as transgender immigrants who are people of color.217

For example, much time and money has been invested by LGBTQ organizations advocating for the inclusion of gender identity and sexual orientation in the context of “hate crimes” in state legislation218 and now leveling federal legislation.219 Hate crimes legislation increases the automatic sentencing requirements when an act of violence can be traced to an identity-based bias.220 The very phenomenon of hate crimes legislation is problematic in that it relies on the above-described flawed systems of criminal justice, which are biased in their implementation.221 Hate crimes laws expand and increase the power of the same unjust criminal punishment system. In fact, it has been demonstrated that hate crimes legislation, like other criminal punishment legislation, is enforced unequally against communities that are already marginalized in our society.222 These laws increase the already staggering incarceration rates of people of color, poor people, queer people, and transgender people based on a system that is inherently and deeply unequal, and it has been shown that these types of laws do not deter violent crime.223
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We are also dismayed by the joining of a law that is supposedly about “preventing” violence with the funding for continued extreme violence and colonialism abroad. This particular bill was attached to a $680-billion measure for the Pentagon’s budget, which includes $130 billion for ongoing military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Killing people in Iraq and Afghanistan protects no one, inside or outside of U.S. borders.
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223 See Katherine Whitlock, Am. Friends Serv. Comm., In A Time of Broken Bones: A Call to Dialogue About Hate Crimes and the Limitations of Hate Crimes Legislation 8 (2001), available at http://srlp.org/files/Broken%20Bones-1.pdf; see also Spade, Normal Life, supra note 5, at 82 ("[Hate crime laws] focus on punishment and cannot be argued to actually prevent bias-motivated violence. In addition to their failure to prevent harm, they must be considered in the context of the failures of our legal system and, specifically, the violence of our criminal punishment system. Anti-discrimination laws are not adequately enforced.").
Even as mainstream LGBTQ organizations understand and articulate the problems stemming from increased police power in Arizona SB 1070 and its copycat laws—as one press release noted, “The LGBT community knows all too well how easily people who ‘look different’ or ‘act different’ can be singled out for harassment and persecution”—they rely on utilizing and strengthening the power of the same biased system to protect LGBTQ people from violence.

Another recent LGBTQ “victory” that demonstrates the interplay of the interest convergence principle and perpetrator model is the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” regulations promulgated under President Clinton. This repeal effectively allows gay and lesbian people to be “out” in the United States military without punishment or discharge. While it is a positive victory (especially given that the Department of Defense is the largest employer in the United States), this victory also works to strengthen the military-industrial complex. The mainstream LGBTQ community has not publicly acknowledged that the U.S. Department of Defense employs the greatest number of United States citizens because it sustains global wars abroad at the expense of civilian people of color, some of who are undoubtedly LGBTQ-identified.

In addition, this victory simultaneously maintains the status quo of multi-billion dollar wars, allows the Obama administration to claim an LGBTQ victory, and quells dissent against unjust global wars and increased “security” measures such as Secure Communities. In addition, this victory sustains a victim/perpetrator model as it draws upon the narrative that “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” victimized loyal, patriotic LGBTQ people who wanted to openly and fully participate in the United States military, for example:

When Dan Choi appeared on MSBNC’s The Rachel Maddow [S]how he didn’t speak badly about the way his government was fighting the war. He didn’t insult his superiors. He just spoke honestly of who he was as a person. A gay person. And his re-

Dean Spade goes on to explain why anti-discrimination laws are not successful for similar reasons:

Most people who experience discrimination cannot afford to access legal help, so their experiences never make it to court. Additionally, the Supreme Court has severely narrowed the enforceability of these laws over the last thirty years, making it extremely difficult to prove discrimination short of a signed letter from a boss or landlord stating, “I am taking this negative action against you because of your [insert characteristic].”

Id. 224 Press Release, LGBT Rights Groups and Allies Join Outcry Against Anti-Immigrant Measure in Arizona, supra note 13.


ward? A letter discharging him from the army. You wouldn’t get a letter discharging you from a job for being born a man or a woman, why . . . should you get one discharging you from the job you love just because you were born gay?227

Like the immigrant rights movement, the messaging around LGBTQ people, from the LGBTQ movement, often draws a distinction between “good” and “bad.” LGBTQ people who are in the military, want to join the military, or are discharged from the military because of their sexual orientation, are “good” and not to be confused with LGBTQ people who are critical of their government, who see themselves as choosing queerness rather than being born into it, or who are incarcerated, disabled, or discriminated against for multiple reasons.

CONCLUSION

The collaboration of local law enforcement with federal immigration enforcement increases the power of punitive systems that are inherently biased in their application. This bias is particularly damaging to transgender people of color and immigrants living in poverty in the United States. As laws such as Secure Communities, Section 287(g), the Criminal Alien program, and the Indefinite Detention bill allow for local law enforcement to increase race, sexuality, gender identity, and immigrant profiling in the name of security, many lives are at stake. Obvious civil liberty violations such as those embedded in Arizona’s SB 1070 and its copycat legislation provide a forum for outrage that essentially works to quell dissent on a broader level. As the mainstream LGBTQ movement rallies against certain identity-based profiling, it continues to rely on unconstitutional systems to fight against discrimination, thus devaluing certain lives while sustaining local and global injustice. Now is the time to fight against the swelling of inherently violent, discriminatory laws that are justified to maintain national security.

I urge mainstream LGBTQ organizations to draw upon the connections between the punitive systems of immigration and criminalization to address the root of violence and discrimination that transgender people of color endure as collateral consequences of continued exposure to those systems. As the war on terror rages forward, transgender people living at the intersection of different identities are quickly and easily discarded and deported for no other crime than “walking while trans.”

After demonstrating an effective, truly amazing, unprecedented ability to advocate for people who have been historically marginalized in its reaction to SB 1070, the mainstream LGBTQ movement must not lose sight of

the people who now strive to exist in the most hostile of environments. With this Article, I hope to start to bridge the gap between these two groups. My hope is that mainstream LGBTQ organizations will work with both immigrant rights and racial justice organizations to support the repeal of Secure Communities, Section 287(g), the Criminal Alien Program, and the Indefinite Detention Bill; work to repeal hyper-criminalizing legislation such as IIRIRA and AEDPA; undo the rights-based approach to legal reform that relies on the perpetrator/victim model; work towards meaningful social change that addresses the inherent failure of the criminal and immigration systems as it punishes transgender people; and identify police profiling as an LGBTQ, immigrant, and social justice issue.